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Leapin' Lizards!  

Lizard Stats 

Lizards come in a few different shapes and sizes, but all of them will have four basic stats. 

Speed is your Lizard’s ability to move, avoid harm, and perform difficult actions. 

Brains is your Lizard’s ability to reason, understand, and solve problems. 

Brawn is your Lizard’s ability to exert force, hurt things, and move large items. 

Luck is your Lizard’s ability to get lucky. 

Professions 
Even Lizards have jobs, and your Lizard’s previous work experience will influence their 
capabilities as explorers. When making a Lizard, a Profession will provide you with 1 Profession 
Die. They may only be used under specific circumstances, but they may be used as many times 
as you'd like without exhausting them. Each successful adventure, you may roll on your 
Professions Hazard Table to gain an additional Profession Die. 

If a Lizard obtains five or more Profession Die, they must roll twice every time they roll on a 
Hazard Table. 

Solider 
As far as Lizards go, you’re one hell of a fighter. Too bad that isn’t saying very much in non-
Lizard terms. 
You gain +2 when making Hit Checks, or Advantage when making a Hit check with a Weapon.  
You may roll Profession Die on Hit Checks, and when defending with Brawn. 

Soldier Hazards

1 Lost an arm. +1 to Brawn, but you have 
disadvantage on Hit Checks.

2 Found a cursed weapon. You can guarantee a Hit 
Check, but take half damage of the Attack.

3 Made a nemesis. When Traveling, the Monitor 
may make you encounter your nemesis.

Soldier Hazards



Hunter 
Someone’s gotta put the Manbat on the table. 
You gain +2 to Dodge, and you may heal yourself for 1d4 once every rest. 
You may roll your Profession Die on Dodge checks and when Attacking with Speed. 

4 You lost your entire tail. You cannot make Dodge 
checks, but Hit checks against you have 
disadvantage.

5 Lost an eye. -1 to Hit Checks

6 Earned a promotion. Gain five stat points. 

7 Slew a beast. You gain advantage when making 
Hit Checks against that type of beast.

8 Fallen Comrade. You bear the former memento of 
them, and may use it to re-roll any one roll. It 
breaks after using.

9 Battle Scars. You look gruesome, and can roll 
Brawn instead of Brains when trying to lie or 
intimidate.

10 Gained a follower. You have a loyal squire who will 
die for you. Any one time you would die, instead 
your squire does.

Soldier HazardsSoldier Hazards

Hunter Hazards

1 Lost a big one. Somewhere out there is a specific 
beast you almost had. Kill it to gain 10 Stat Points.

2 Carved a weapon out of a kill. When using this 
weapon, you may move twice your normal Speed.

3 Got Greedy. You bear the scar of trying to push a 
group too far for a kill. You cannot refuse to help 
another due to guilt for getting a fellow Lizard 
killed.

4 Learned a trick. Watching your prey, you saw a 
special technique they used. Gain 3 Skill Points
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Hunter Hazards



Forager 
Shaman 
Healer 

Lizard Types 
When making a Lizard, the type chosen will determine it’s starting Stat values. Alternatively, a 
player may assign a total of 14 Stat Points however they’d like.  

Checks and Skills 
Each Stat has two Checks and two Skills associated with them.  
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Hunter HazardsHunter Hazards

Red

Stat Speed Brawn Brains Luck

Value 3 6 2 3

Yellow

Stat Speed Brawn Brains Luck

Value 4 4 3 3

Blue 

Stat Speed Brawn Brains Luck

Value 5 3 4 2

Green

Stat Speed Brawn Brains Luck

Value 3 1 7 3



Checks are used whenever a player or other character attempts to make an action whose outcome 
is uncertain. Checks are done with d4, and you may roll die up to the check’s relevant Stat Value 
for your Lizard. However, you subtract die rolled from your Stat, so rolling 3 d4 on a Hit check 
would take away 3 Stat Points from your Lizard’s Brawn Stat until his next turn, or a rest.  
Skills represent the specific ability of a Lizard, and can be used in appropriate situations to 
bypass a Check. Using a Skill requires one Skill Point, and a Lizard may gain a Skill Point for a 
successful Check, and gain one Stat Point for every three successful Checks. 
A Lizard may start with one Skill, and may purchase others for 10 Skill Points apiece. 

Cheat- Rolled to avoid death. 
Climb- Rolled to scale/move through an environment 
Dodge- Rolled to avoid an attack 
Find-Rolled to find stuff. 
Hit-Rolled to hit a target. 
Move- Rolled to move something heavy. 
Solve- Rolled to figure something out or lie. 
Think- Rolled to understand information.  

Curious- Succeeds a Find check. 
Mean- Succeeds a Hit check 
Quick-Cancels an enemy Dodge check 
Slippery- Succeeds a Dodge check 
Smart- Succeeds a Think check 
Survivor- Succeeds a Cheat check 
Tough- Cancels an enemy Hit check 
Wise- Succeeds a Solve check. 

Combat 
A character’s Health is equal to the sum of their Stats. Reaching 0 or below causes them to be 
exhausted and unable to defend themselves. If struck by an attack or not healed within 2 turns, 
they die. 

Speed Brains Brawn Luck

Checks Dodge Think Hit Cheat

Climb Solve Move Find 

Skills Quick Smart Tough Survivor

Slippery Wise Mean Curious



To hit a character requires a successful Hit check. On a successful Hit, the Attacker may choose 
any one of his four Stats for the Attack and rolls any number of d4. They may role up to their 
Stat Value d4’s in this way, and each die rolled is subtracted from that Stat until their next turn. 
So rolling 2 d4 to make a Brawn Attack would take away 2 Stat Points from Brawn. 

The Defender may attempt a Dodge check, or to defend against the Attack.  If the Defender’s 
Dodge roll is higher than the Attacker’s Speed, they do not get hit. If the Defender does not 
dodge, they may pick either Brawn or Speed to be their Defending Stat. 

Damage of an Attack is calculated by subtracting the result of the Defender’s Dodge check or 
defending Stat from the Attacker’s attack value, which is his Attacking Stat + the result of his 
roll. 

Initiative is determined by Speed, and a character may move a number of squares equal to their 
Speed stat in a turn.  

WEAPONS 

In the Squam, almost anything can be a weapon if you try hard enough. For the sake of ease, 
Weapons are divided either Crude or Specific.  
Any Lizard may use a Crude weapon to it’s full potential, due to both the simplicity and 
straightforwardness of these weapons. When using a Crude Weapon, you cannot Dodge. 
Specific Weapons have Stat Requirements to wield, but assign bonus Stat Points when wielded. 
Specific weapons should be a Monitor created item, and be deserving of it’s unique status.  


